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Getty Images The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge today welcomed their third child, a baby boy, into the world and the royal addition could be no cutter. Watch Prince George and Princess Charlotte's newest brother. 1 of 16 The Newest Royal The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge introduce their newborn son to the world outside St. Mary's Hospital in London. 2 of 16 The Birth 3 of 16 The baby The
newest royal is two years younger than his sister, Princess Charlotte, and four years younger than his brother, Prince George. 5 of 16 The weight The newborn weighed 8 pounds and 7 queries, meaning he already had something in common with his siblings. Both George and Charlotte were born weighing 8 pounds too, but this baby is the heaviest royal baby ever. 6 of 16 The name The proud parents have
not yet released the baby's name, but we expect to hear the announcement soon. 7 of 16 The Title Even though we don't yet know his name, he has already inherited an official title and will go through His Royal Highness Prince [Name] of Cambridge. 8 of 16 The Succession For the first time ever, the gender of the royal baby does not have an impact that next in line for the throne, meaning he is fifth in
line. The passage of the Succession to the Crown Act in 2013 ruled that male heirs do not take precedence over their sisters, so this little boy will not bump Princess Charlotte from her place as fourth. However, Harry will move up to sixth in line, along with the rest of the extended royal family members. 12 of 16 The Crowd Will and Kate made sure to wave hello to everyone (high and low!) who waited
outside for hours for the big reveal before going back inside. 13 of 16 The Quick Departure Even though new moms in the U.K. spend an average of a day and a half in hospital, Kate greeted crowds and went home just seven hours after giving birth. The loud crowds outside may have led to this decision as she can rest more easily from them at home. Another difference: the royal couple have a 20-plus
person medical team waiting for them at Kensington Palace. 14 of 16 The Goodbye The couple left the Lindo Wing of the hospital hand in hand. 15 of 16 On the way home the yet-to-be-named baby in a nearby car will be carried waiting to take them back to their apartment in Kensington Palace. 16 of 16 WATCH: What will and Kate's body language says about their family their posts don't lie. These two
are amazing parents! Simple Shapes/Crate &amp; Barrel Wallpaper is back and better than ever—and easier to install than ever, too, thanks to peel-and-stick technology!—make it a good choice to add some personality to any room in your home. Need some inspiration to decorate a boy's bedroom? Browsing and shop 20 background ideas here, from live patterns for a vibe, to cute characters perfect for
little ones, to subtle designs for a lake Appearance. Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We can receive purchases made from our chosen links. Baby hand and footprint Photo Frame Kit at AmazonMaking an imprint of the baby's hand and foot in clay in just 10 to 15 minutes for the gift that keeps on giving. Fisher
Price Rainforest Jumperoo at AmazonGeen shortage of colorful, interactive spinners, rollerballs, and light-up whatchamacallits. NogginStik Rattle Baby Toy at AmazonThe design of this toy will keep baby busy and stimulated with its multi-functional use. Bandana Bibs, Set of 8 at AmazonPragtige bandana style bibs not only catch all the messes, but they're a fashion statement. Kakalu Non-Skid Socks at
Amazon Design with anti-slip, non-skid tech baby's feet to help grab the ground when standing or walking. HALO Sleep Bag portable blanket at AmazonHou baby snug and warm without emanation unnecessary blankets in the crib. Lucy Darling Memory Book at AmazonMaklik to use fill-in-the-blank pages documents everything from monthly milestones to baby's favorite foods. Hape Wooden Activity Play
Cube at AmazonSolied wood craftsmanship along with brightly coloured non-toxic play elements make it the perfect toy for busy hands. Aden and Anais Swaddle Blankets, Set of 4 at Amazon Lightweight Fabric makes for excellent nursing cover, baby blanket, or burp cloth. VTech Drop and Go Dump Truck at AmazonBesige boys will love the lights, sounds and interactive game with this dump truck.
Welcoming a baby boy is a joyous occasion. To celebrate his arrival, a beautiful gift is always welcome. When it comes to gifts, keep the parents, their lifestyle, and family needs in mind. If you have a loss, a preservation or personal item will always stand out. 1 Courtesy of Amazon This holding kit is fun, easy, beautiful, and virtually mess-free. It's a heartwarming gift that allows parents to make an imprint of
baby's hand and foot in clay. The kit comes with detailed instructions, the clay, and an 11 x 8-inch frame with space for two sweet photos and the finished shapes. With minimal time and effort required of sleepy parents — the casting dry in 10 to 15 minutes — this sweet set is a gift that will last forever. 2 Keep baby busy with this best-selling Jumperoo. There is no shortage of colorful, interactive spinners,
rollerballs and light-up whatchamacallits. This play center will bounce with baby's movements, encouraging muscle and balance development. Brain-building play helps develop baby's motor control and hand-eye coordination while giving parents a much-needed, hands-free break. Parents will love that this play station is both safe and comfortable for their little guy. The Jumperoo comes with a soft-rusted
seat that rotates with baby's movements. As baby grows, so too can the Jumperoo, with three different height settings to accommodate babies up to 25 lbs and 32. One of our favorite features is how easily it can be hidden when not in use. The base barrel to a nesting position that makes this ideal for parents tightening up on or for transporting to grandma's house. 4 Who says essentials like bibs can't be
on trend? These gorgeous bandana-style bibs not only catch all the messes, but they're a fashion statement. Spitting happen-constant drool and dampness around the baby's neck can be annoying and harmful to the adorable baby duds and can even cause a drool rash. These double-layered, moisture-wicking bibs literally have baby covered. The 100 percent cotton outer layer quickly absorbs accidents
while the polyester-fleece backing keeps moisture from the baby's clothes and skin. Adjustable snap closure allows for the bib to be modified as the baby grows. And our favorite part, they come with a 100 per cent 'Risk-free satisfaction guarantee.' 5 If baby starts sailing the house, they will need a little extra protection from slips. These socks are specially designed with anti-slip, non-skid tech baby's tiny
feet to help grab the ground when standing or walking. We love the neutral suit of grey, black and cream socks, but they're also available in fun bright colors with the same anti-slip bottoms. 6 New parents can rest assured that when they zip their little one for the night, they don't have to worry about tangled blankets or cold bottoms. The HALO Sleep Bag keeps baby snug and warm without ingening
unnecessary blankets in the crib. Soft soft dot velboa will keep baby warm with plenty of legroom for kicking and stretching. The Sleep Bag is available in small (10-18 lbs.), medium (16-24 lbs.) and large (22-28 lbs.). One feature parents are sure to love is the reversible zipper on the bottom of the sleeping bag. It allows for easy access without packing baby out of the whole thing to do a middle of the night
idle change. 7 This beautiful book will help new parents track down their baby's milestones. With easy-to-fill-in-the-blank pages to document everything from monthly milestones to baby's favorite foods and first home. This eco-friendly book comes with 48 pages to fill with things like ultrasound photos, baby's first footsteps, its birth announcement and hospital bracelet, a family tree and so much more.
Parents can capture all the special moments as their baby boy develops month-to-month in an easy 9x9 layout. This is surely a cherished custody. 8 This is one toy that will last a lifetime. Solid wood craftsmanship along with brightly coloured non-toxic play elements make it the perfect toy for busy hands. With four sides and a tabletop packed with shiftable beads, turning maze, mold sorters and more, there
are endless playing possibilities. Durable construction ensures that it will not tip easily, making it ideal for small ones to hold on while at stake. 9 For a new baby boy, the versatile Aden &amp; Anais swaddles are a must-have. Swaddle baby boy in it, use it as a nursing cover, baby blanket, stroller cover, burp nect, or Else. The 47 x 47-inch muslin blankets come in sets of two or four, with tons of van to
match any style. 10 Busy boys will love the lights, sounds and interactive game with this dump truck. Perfect for play that helps with the development of motor skills - large, brightly colored buttons learn simple phrases, color recognition, and melodies. For early hikers, the drawstring allows baby to pull it around and explore their surroundings. Complete with three 'rocks' size just right for small hands that
can be ushered into the cab of the truck to hear it count out loud. Parents will appreciate the volume control: down, low, high for when they need a little quiet time. From the makers of award-winning leather toys, this dump truck is a perfect first toy. Suitable for young ages 6 months to 3 years. 11 Perfectly packed in a reusable canvas storage box this set of daily essentials got a bit of something for both
mommy and baby. Aveeno is known for their soothing colloidal oatmeal formula that is soft enough to use on newborn skin. Included in the gift set for baby is a full-size bottle of Baby Wash &amp; Shampoo, a Daily Moisture Lotion, and Baby Calming Comfort Bath and lotion for those fussy nights. And when mom has to relax, the set has a little something for her too. Included for mum is a full-size bottle of
Stress Relief Body Wash. 12 The easy-to-grip, BPA-free teeth are a must-have toy for babies 0 to 24 months. The lightweight design is ideal for helping to develop hand-eye coordination and a two-handed grip. Reliable, brightly coloured loops cross on a center cube that makes a soft rattle sound with movement. The loops are made of durable, but soft, plastic that won't break down. For added enjoyment,
this toy can be ushered into the freezer to sooth a toothba boss's sore gums. 13 Courtesy of Nordstrom. Babies are notorious for kicking off and losing small socks. UGG Bixbee Booties are as cozy and cute as they are safe. Perfect for a fall or winter baby, these booties will keep baby's tiny toes warm, snug, and stylish. The velcro straps provide a strong closure and are easily adjustable at the same time,
so there is room to grow. Parents rave about how they stay on and love how cute they look. 14 Courtesy of L.L.Bean. A personalized L.L. Bean tote bag is a truly timeless gift. L.L Bean offers plenty of sizes and colors to choose from, but what really makes the tote special is the personalization. Add baby's name or initials for a personal gift. If you want to splurge or go in on the gift with some other people,
order the bag and then stuff it with diaps, wipes, cute kids, toys, or a much appreciated dinner for the new parents. 15 Courtesy of Etsy. Add some whimsy to the new baby's room with a sweet custom wood puzzle and help baby learn shapes, letters and their own name. As soon as the baby gets older, the pieces glue into place and hang the wooden puzzle on the wall for wall art. 16 Courtesy of Rachel
Murphy at Lovevery. These kits are like Birchbox for the baby set. The toys were all made sustainable and organic matter, so they are safe for baby's small hands and mouth. For the parents, each kit comes with booklets on monthly milestones, how to track progress, and tips for enjoying the toys in the set. If you live far from baby but want to be involved in his life and development, gifting the LOVEVERY
play kit subscription is a perfect way to do it. 17 Courtesy of Urban Baby Bonnets. Finally, a sun hat for baby boys who stay on! This stylish, boyish hat will keep the little guy in your life looking cute while keeping the damaging sun from his sweet baby face. Rated UPF 50+ these stylish caps have a chin strap that snaps and an elastic back-of-head designed to really stay put. With numerous reversible
designs and five baby sizes, these hats are useful and beautiful. 18 Inspire a love of reading by choosing some classic boardbooks for the new baby boy in your life. Look for those with beautiful photos and a simple recurring story that baby can listen to over and over again. 19 Courtesy of Primary. Weary parents will appreciate the ease of a zip-up onesie from Primary, the manufacturer of simple baby
clothes in tons of bright colors. The timeless, classic styles are long-lasting, but not expensive or too fragile. 20 Courtesy of Nordstrom. Jellycat's sweetly stuffed animals are just as tender as they are cute. This cuddly puppy is located in a small blanket, making it a perfect cuddly gift for the little man. Don't be surprised if this precious puppy becomes a domestic favorite. 21 Courtesy of Little Keepsakes. With
many colors and themes to choose from, these stools are a good gift. Early sitters can play with the puzzle pieces and learn to manipulate shapes and the letters of their name. As baby grows, this step chair becomes a perfect way for small children to reach a little higher for books on their bookshelf or to brush their teeth at the bathroom sink. 22 Courtesy of buybuyBABY. New babies bring all kinds of
adventures (and bodily fluids) to the table. This highly rated baby set includes a silicone brush for sensitive baby skin, a nail clipper set, a gas/colic reliever, and a nasal aspirator with refiller. Perfect for any first-time parents. 23 Courtesy of NFL Shop. Customize your smallest fan with an adorable onesie from baby boy's favorite NFL team. There are a variety of choices, including onesie three-packs, kids,
bibs, booties, and more. Baby boy will all be ready come game day to cheer on his favorite team. 24 Courtesy of buybuyBABY. Be a new mom's hero with this super stylish, well-called multi-use cover. Protect baby from germs and fry eyes, or use them to cover the car seat. It also works as a nursing cover, scarf and shopping cart coverage. The comfortable stretchy material folds up and is machine
washable. 25 This Stack of Cups Has Thousands for good reason. Help baby develop hand-eye coordination by popping, nesting, stacking, and rolling these cups around. They have holes in the so when they join the bathtime fun, water pours out at various rates. 26 Courtesy of Artifact. Out of town friends or family can create a babyboard book to introduce the new baby to important people, places or
things in his life. Simply upload photos and choose from three themes and a variety of layouts to make a thoughtful gift that will nurture baby, and his entire family, for a long, long time. 27 Courtesy of Pottery Barn Kids. New babies take lots and lots of baths. Nothing will look cutter than a little guy who's all wrapped in his custom hooded towel. This gift grows with baby, so it will turn a small baby and still fit
that slippery toddler when they go blows out of the bathroom. Choose from four colors of gingham and many monogram options. 28 Courtesy of Pottery Barn Kids. Made from 100 percent polyester chamois, this ultra-soft baby blanket will keep baby boy warm without annoying his sensitive skin. It's perfect for stroller, car seats, or for snuggling in mommy's arms. Plus, it's machine-washable, so tired
parents can just throw it in the machine if baby spruces up on it multiple times a day. 29 Courtesy of L.L.Bean. This isolated, adult-sized lunch box is the perfect gift for both mother and baby. It will be with baby for a long time, helping mum keep bottles cool, and later store snacks and lunch when baby starts eating solids. The 11x 8.5 x 5-inch lunch box is BPA- and PVC-free and is made of a durable nylon
shell firmly enough to grow with baby. 30 Courtesy of West Elm. When he's big enough to ride it, baby boy won't be able to get enough of this sturdy bear rocker. The rocker is felt, so it's super comfortable and will baby want to give it a kid-sized hug. Having legs and runners made of solid wood, mum and dad can rest easy knowing their in is for a solid, stable (and fun) ride. The rocker is 15 x 25 x 19
inches and is suitable for children ages 1 to 5, or up to 40 pounds. 31 Courtesy of Maisonette. Keep baby elegant looks without sacrificing its comfort with this kids bathrobe from Petite Plume. The company makes stylish trailer for kids who would surrender every new mom and dad. Made with soft, breathtaking flannel, this mini bathrobe can be worn by night without having discomfort. It comes in fleet and
is available in sizes for 6 months to 14 years. Usefulness: While there are a variety of beautiful baby items to choose from, sometimes the most appreciated ones are the most useful - those parents reach for over and over and wonder how they would survive without them. If you opt for a more practical gift, be assured that it will be appreciated down the line. Sentimentality: If you want a gift that's going to be
nurtured for years, choose something significant. Items that commemorate or capture a baby's milestones somehow are often favorites for sentimental parents — and many personified to make them even more special! Fun: Toys make great baby gifts, and there are options options From rattles and fun teeth for babies to toys they'll have fun with when they're a little older, choose a gift that will keep them
engaged. Just make sure you consider age recommendations and other safety alerts as well. Maya Polton is a former marketing manager and current freelance writer who covers food, home and parenting. She is a mother of a 9-year-old son, 6-year-old son, and 2-year-old daughter. All three kids still love their gifted personal name-hike stools so much, she often wonders if they'll bring them to college. She
loves donated newborns custom tote bags filled with dinner for their tired new parents. Thank you for your feedback! What are your concerns? Concern?
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